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From shelf to all-rounder
Storage, preparation, work

Stability and flexibility

100% compatible

H+H SYSTEM’s innovative, 
high-quality aluminium product 
is a flexible system that ex-
pands easily to different widths 
and depths. Combined with a 
wide range of accessories, this 
is a versatile storage system 
that satisfies all requirements.

The H+H FlexShelf is entirely 
compatible with the H+H ISO 
modular tray system. Shelf or-
ganisation systems and drawers 
can also be fully integrated. You 
can even use modular tray sy-
stems by other manufacturers. 
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Stability and flexibility

Create your ideal 
storage and 
logistics environment

Infinite possibilities
A personalised storage system

Assemble exactly 
to your preferences

The H+H FlexShelf can be as-
sembled from scratch in any 
way you please, thus creating 
a multifunctional workstation. 
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Expand as desired:
theoretically infinite

Load-bearing 
capacity up to 
400 kg 
per column

A wide variety of dimensions
for greater flexibility

The flexible shelf system is de-
signed according to the add-on 
principle. Start with the base 
unit and add any number of ex-
tensions to it – now or later. 

Create the optimum storage 
system for you, no matter how 
complex your needs are: choo-
se from two standard depths, 
various heights, and a variety 
of widths. 

Heights

  905 mm

1225 mm

1545 mm

1920 mm

Sizes

300 x 400 mm

400 x 400 mm

600 x 400 mm

900 x 400 mm

300 x 600 mm

400 x 600 mm

600 x 600 mm

900 x 600 mm

Huge variety of dimensions
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Expand as desired:
theoretically infinite

Huge variety of dimensions

From individual column
to complete work space

The slide with
“3 in 1” function

Easy to insert, the multifunctio-
nal slide offers 
3 options: 
– straight pullout
– hinging down
– passing through

The integrated pull-out stopper 
prevents modular trays from 
falling out.

ClipOn effect
Clip on easily and adjust 
the height with no effort. 
No tools necessary. 

All H+H FlexShelf components 
are easy to put together, provi-
ding you with a perfect logi-
stics concept. 
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A wide variety 
of built-in components and accessories

Pull-out shelves Height-adjustable worktops

Bin organisersPull-out steri shelves

DrawersHandles

Shelves

FIFO shelves with flexible dividers

Bottle storage

Personalised colours and logos 

H+H FlexTray H+H FlexModul® H+H FlexBasket
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A wide variety 
of built-in components and accessories

Slides straight Telescopic runners and frames

Floor fixations

Exchange tray organisers

Castors 80 mm diameter

Wall fixations

Castors 50 mm diameter

Height adjustable feet Covers

Cover caps

Castors 125 mm diameter

Steri shelves

Slides inclined

H+H exchange trays
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Everything in its place
Storage shelves

H+H support systems
Both the easily adjustable ClipOn 
slides and the full extension runners, 
designed for heavy weights, can be 
equipped with ISO modular trays, 
shelves, and pull-out shelves. 

H+H ISO modular tray system
Available in three heights, the standar-
dised ISO modular trays, combined 
with the flexible H+H dividers, save 
up to 30 % space when storing any 
medical supplies and medicines. 

“Space and time” – probably the 
most precious aspects of work 
today. H+H FlexShelf puts both 
these aspects at the top of the 
list. The proof? H+H SYSTEM 
has guaranteed up to 30 % more 
of each for more than 40 years.  
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Adjustable feet
Stable and height-adjustable to com-
pensate for uneven floor surfaces. 

Castors 
The castor-diameter of 50 mm makes 
our shelves easy to move around on a 
temporary basis (e.g. for cleaning pur-
poses). Easy to attach and to remove.  

H+H slides inclined
The slide tilts at 25 degrees, making 
work comfortable and convenient, 
and providing an excellent overview 
of stored products despite the height. 
Products are easy to remove even 
when they might otherwise be hard to 
reach. 

H+H shelves
For bulk goods and heavy loads 
in suitable widths and depths – of 
course you can also use the H+H 
shelf dividers.  

Labelling options
Labels and card holders in different 
sizes and colours, for any inventory 
management system – compatible 
with QR codes, bar codes and RFID. 
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Finding instead of searching
Storage shelves

Ideal working conditions
Keep your products clearly sorted, 
stored safely, and within easy reach. 
This saves both time and space! Cou-
pled with our comprehensive labelling 
system, you can minimise errors while 
boosting efficiency. 

Optimal storage
and flexible 
expansion

With 2 standard depths and a 
variety of widths, medical sup-
plies can be stored in a clearly 
arranged and space saving 
manner. Combined with shel-
ves, modular trays and dra-
wers, this space saving soluti-
on works storage miracles. 
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With shelves for bulk goods

With ISO modular trays for medicines, phials, and small parts

With pull-out shelves and drawers 
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H+H worktops
Integrated work surfaces help you 
optimise your work processes, for 
example when preparing medicines. 

H+H ISO modular tray system
Available in three heights, the standar-
dised ISO modular trays, combined 
with the flexible H+H dividers, save 
you space when storing any medical 
supplies and medicines. 

H+H support systems 
Both the easily adjustable ClipOn 
slides and the full extension runners, 
designed for heavy weights, can be 
enlarged using ISO modular trays, 
shelves and pull-out shelves.

Storage and preparation
Workstations

Adding individual H+H compo-
nents to the H+H FlexShelf al-
lows you to accommodate any 
logistics process and optimise 
operations time efficiently. 
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H+H slides inclined
The slide tilts at 25 degrees, making 
work comfortable and convenient, 
and providing an excellent overview 
of stored products despite the height. 
Products are easy to remove even 
when they might otherwise be hard to 
reach. ISO modular trays, shelves with 
H+H sliding dividers or bins are also 
easily interchangeable. 

Labelling options
Labels and card holders in different 
sizes and colours, for any inventory 
management system – compatible 
with QR codes, bar codes and RFID.

Pull-out shelves
You only need one finger to move the 
pull-out shelves and create some va-
luable space – the integrated stopper 
ensures safety. 

Adjustable feet
Stable and height-adjustable to com-
pensate for uneven floor surfaces. 

Castors 
The castor-diameter of 50 mm makes 
our H+H workstations easy to move 
around on a temporary basis (e.g. for 
cleaning purposes). Easy to attach 
and to remove.  
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Multifunctional all-rounder 
Workstations

Equipped to satisfy 
individual requirements
Optimum use of 
space and time

Saves both space and time! 
Thanks to our flexible H+H 
FlexShelf workstations, tasks 
such as preparing medicines, 
scanning products, and writing 
can be effectively tackled. Cu-
stomised to suit your needs 
through individual configuration. 

Creating space
Customise our workstations to meet 
your space requirements and make 
optimum use of any available room. 
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Flexible and versatile
Anything is possible

Unlimited possibilities
Depending on your needs and requi-
rements, the versatile H+H FlexShelf 
can be tailored to fit all your individual 
needs.  
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Effortless transport
Mobile storage and workstations

Handle
Comfortable handle for moving our 
“mobile stations” easily. 

H+H support systems 
Both the easily adjustable ClipOn 
slides and the full extension runners, 
designed for heavy weights, can be 
enlarged using ISO modular trays, 
shelves and pull-out shelves.

To ensure that ISO modular trays 
and H+H exchange trays are 
transported effortlessly from one 
place to the next, our “mobile 
stations” boast sturdy castors 
that can negotiate any obstacle. 
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Castors
Maximum manoeuvrability and easy 
to move thanks to castors 80 mm 
and 125 mm in diameter. The stop 
mechanism ensures that the system 
remains secure when motionless. 

H+H worktops
With their sturdy, jointless design, 
they provide the perfect surface for 
(un)wrapping goods or simply placing 
products on them. 

H+H drawers
High-quality aluminium drawers on 
smooth-running full extension runners. 
Partitioned with our flexible H+H sli-
ding dividers, they create 30 % extra 
space.  

H+H shelves
For bulk goods and heavy loads 
in suitable widths and depths – of 
course you can also use the H+H 
shelf dividers.  
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The height of versatility 
Mobile storage and workstations

Bottle storage
Transporting bottles 
has never been easier.

Perfect combination
H+H SYSTEM’s products 
complement each other 
perfectly

H+H SYSTEM’s intelligent and 
flexible solutions satisfy all re-
quirements, such as preparing,  
storing, transporting. 
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Infinite variety
Anything is possible

Adding a new dimension to versatility
However you want to assemble and fill 
your H+H FlexShelf, the possibilities 
are endless. 



¦ Ready to install drawers

¦ Labels

¦ Refrigerator organisation

¦ Medication distribution systems

¦ Modular tray systems (DIN, ISO)

¦ H+H FlexShelf

¦ Organisation

¦ Price labelling

¦ Block of drawers

¦ Tea packaging

¦ Dividers for shelves

¦ Dividers for drawers

¦ Product presentation/displays

Our configurator is online!

Headquarters Austria/Europe

H+H SYSTEM GmbH
Wolfgangerstrasse 32
5350 Strobl/Austria
Tel.:  +43 6137 21793-0
Fax: +43 6137 21793-14
info@HHsystem.com
www.HHsystem.com
www.isomodulsystem.com

Headquarters USA

H+H SYSTEM, Inc.
760 Beechnut Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
Phone 412-922-4437 • 800-477-2123
Fax 412-922-4362 • 800-477-9364
infousa@hhsystem.com
www.hhsystem.com
www.isomodulsystem.com

H+H SYSTEM, 
YOUR PARTNER 
FOR INDIVIUAL 
SOLUTIONS. 
 JUST ASK US!

isomodulsystem.com/configurator


